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IMEX LX22G
CROSS LINE
LASER
The green beast is back and better than
ever! Imex has offered its new LX22G
green beam cross line and plumb spot
self-levelling laser to the table and it really
hits the mark.
Setting up was super easy with the
clamp mount, which has strong magnets
for steel beams or attached with the
tripod threading or single screw. Once
the clamp is firmly attached the Imex
will still swivel left and right with ease,
which was great for wider applications
close up.

The Imex features a locking pendulum
that not only protects the pendulum in
transport but it also allows you to lock the
laser’s line for out-of-level lines if you need it.
Turning the Imex on, you will get a
super bright green beam and you can
easily scroll through the required beams/
plumb dots or have all of them on at once.
I would have to say this is one of the
brightest laser lines I have ever tested and
it was sharp and very easy to see. I tested
outside on formwork walls and then inside
on blockwork walls. Inside and out – it

was great! There is also a pulsating laser
mode for use with an optional outdoor
detector if needed.
The LX22G is IP55 so it's great for
dust and when you get caught out with
unforeseen rain.
You can purchase the laser by itself, in the
Tripod Kit or with optional extras such as the
detector or glasses and target plates.
I highly recommended the Imex LX22G
to sparkies, tilers, cabinet makers, interior
decorators and many more trades.
Awesome bit of equipment!
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Operator Comments Report

STAR RATING
(Out of five)

LEVELLING RANGE

55m with range detector

★★★★★

DESIGN

Good design with great features and optional accessories

★★★★

ERGONOMICS

Easy to handle

★★★★

SPEEDS

Fast set-up

★★★★★

BATTERY RUN TIME

Around 16 hours

★★★★

ACCURACY

+\- 2mm

★★★★★

RECHARGE TIME

N/A. 4 X AA batteries

★★★★

LASERS

One vertical, one horizontal and plumb up down spot

★★★★

EASE OF OPERATION

Very easy to use

★★★★★

PRICE

Price on request

ACCESSORIES

Optional tripod kit, optional range detector and glasses

OVERALL LIKES

IP54, easy set-up and very bright laser

★★★★

OVERALL DISLIKES

OVERALL STAR RATING
A must for any trade – affordable
accuracy without compromise
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